Home Learning Weekly News
Friday 22nd January 2021
Well done to everyone (adults and children!) for helping to make our Home Learning such a success whilst
the school is partially closed. You are all shining stars! Here’s more information on this week’s super stars:

HOME LEARNING SUPER STARS
Rainbow: Khadijah - For being a ‘Number Detective’ at home.
Ibrahim - For sharing his healthy fruit smoothie recipe with the class.
Red: Rayyan– For working so hard and completing all the maths activities.
Ahmad– For excellent writing in phonics sessions.
Yellow: Zakwan - For having such great confidence when drawing and writing.
Haneef - For giving other children some great ideas for their home learning.
Pink : Siyana - For writing a brilliant sentence about a clownfish using her special words and her phonics.
Aayan - For using pictures and crossing out to help him with his subtracting.
Green: Inaaya - For excellent presentation and neat handwriting.
Musa - For writing wonderful sentences about whales.
Blue: Aleeza - For her brilliant ideas about using metres to measure different things.
Yahya– For his super work, practising and writing in phonics sessions.
Orange: Kaifi– For always participating in our small phonics group.
Anisha- For always sharing her learning during our afternoon meetings.
Purple: Safir, Amira and Samiha- For super Stone Age work: wonderful postcards from Stone Age Boy and excellent salt dough jewellery.
Ridwan - For trying really hard to complete his work even, though it’s tricky for him.

Lilac: Nusrat- She has been engaging with all our work and helping by putting comments on the stream.
Tommy- For using time adverbials effectively in his diary entry.
Scarlet: Mohima - For her excellent division ‘working out’ in Maths.
Rayn H - For writing a fantastic Captain's Log in English.
Crimson: Touhedul- For completing all his home learning, and working hard on his division.
Muhsenah- For writing a brilliant Captains Log, with dialogue, subordination and fronted adverbials.
Emerald: Shaan - Excellent work creating a dialogue between characters with interesting speech verbs.
Janat - Excellent work using a written method for multiplication and completing the challenge questions.
Jade: Tasfia - For showing such determination when completing challenging tasks.
Ishrat - For using lots of ambitious new vocabulary in her writing, including taught vocabulary and new words that she has discovered for herself.
Turquoise: Mumin– For pacing himself really well and taking pride in his work.
Amirah– For always being punctual, positive and ready to learn.

Sapphire: Zaahid - For consistently handing in all pieces of home learning with 100% effort every time, for asking good questions and for being polite
on the comments stream.
Tahseen - For consistently handing in all pieces of home learning with 100% effort every time, for asking good questions and for being polite on the
comments stream.

HOME LEARNING ATTENDANCE SUPER STARS
Phase 2—Orange Class (94%)

Phase 3— Jade Class (97%)

Well done to everyone who has been attending their Google Meets every day.
EYFS classes have just started having class Zoom meetings. We’ll hear more about them next week!

